
C[BoK 1.]

The thirtl letter of the alphabet: called 'U and U
[respecting which latter see the letter ,.']: the
pl. [of the former is .I;; and of the latter,]
fyl. (TA in ZI ,.$dll % .r') It is one of the

letters termed L-S... [or non-vocal, i. e. pro-
nounced with the breath only, without the voice],

and of those termed 4.;3 [and a;;.L and a;si

and i.LJ pronounced by pressing the tip of the
tongue against the upper g6ums and suddenly with-
drawing it with an emission of the breath]: these
latter are s and 3 and :, three letters tllat are
among those which are claLnged into other letters.
(TA at the commencement of ,WI ¥I. ) _ It is
one of the augmnentative letters: (S:) and is
movent when added at the beginning of a noun,
and at the end of a noun, [and at the beginning
of a verb,] and at the end of a verb, and is also
quiescent at the end of a verb. (Mughnece,l .)

.~ Added at the beginning of a noun, it is a pre-
position, or particle governing the gen. case, sig-
nificant of swearing, (S,* Mughnce, K,) and
denoting wonder; (Muglinee,K;) and [accord.
to general usage] it is peculiarly prefixed to the
name il; (S, Muglinee, ] ;) as in i.,t 11- ,DK
IJ.. [By Godl,' verily it ieas thus, or verily such

a thing was]; (S;) and 1J.L W [By
God, I will assuredly do such a thing]: (TA:)
but sometimes they said, -J3 [By my Lord],
and y . the Lo,rd of the Ka!;beh],

and sit~.. [By the Compassionate], (Mugh-
nee, ,) as is related on the authority of Akh;
deviating from common usage. (TA.) Thus used,
it is a substitute for j, (g, Mugllnee,) as it is also
in 1 ,Li and .15 and ;4; and a.i. [&c.];
( ;) and the j is a substitute for ¥.; (S, Mugh-
nee;) but the b has the additional meaning of
denoting wonder: so says Z. (Mughnee.) 
Added at the end of a noun, it is a particle of
allocution: (Mug!nee, Yx:) it is thus added in
%..1 [Thou], (;, Muglnce, n,) addressed to a

male, (TA,) and %.1J [Thou], (Mughlnec, K,)
addressed to a female; (TA ;) uniting with the
noun, as though the two became one; not being
an affixed noun governed in the gen. case. (S.

[See JI.]) - It is added in [the beginning
of] the second person of the future, (.,) [i. e.,]
in the beginning of the aor., (TA,) [as a particle
of alloeuti n,] as in J "J5 [Thou dost, or wvilt
do]. (T,'.'A.)_ It is also added, as a sign of
the fem. gender, in the beginning of the future,
[or aor.,] as in ,& [She does, or will do]. (S,
TA.) - It is also added in. the beginning of the
third person [fem.] of the [aor. used as an] impera-
tive, [as a sign of the fem. gender,] as in °.A; .
[Let Hind stand]. (TA.) - And sometimes il
is added in the beginning of the second person

of the [aor. used as au] imperative, [as a particle
of allocution,] as in the phrase in the lur [x. 59,
accord. to one reading], 1 J,.A i [There.
fore therein rejoice ye]: and in the saying of
the r-ijiz,

[explained in art. il1]: and [thus] it is added in
the beginning of [the second person of] the [aor.
used as an] imperative of a verb of which the
agent is not named, as in Lcj 1 t ;y [lBe thou
proud, vain, boastful, or self-conceited, 0 man],
from ,j: but Akh says that the adding of the
J in the beginning of thie second person of the
[nor. used as an] imperative [except in the case
of a pass. verb or a verb of which the agent is
not named] is a had idiom, because the J is not
needed. (;, TA.) m The movent ., added at
the end of a verb is a pronoun, as in ;._ [I
stood], (Mughnee, ],) and ;.4 [Thou stoodesi,
addressed to a male], and : [Thou stoodest,
addressed to a female]: (Mughnee:) thus added
in the first and second persons of the pret., it is a
pronoun denoting the agent. (g.) The quies-
cent ,i added at the end of a verb is a sign of the
fem. gender, (Muglinee, K,) i. e., a particle applied
to denote the fem. gender, (Mughnee,) as in ~..
[She stood]. (Mughnee, K.) J says [in the S]
that, when thus added at the end of the pret., it
is a pronoun: but lB says [correctly] that it is
a particle. (TA.)J~ It is also, sometimes, affixed
to atnd .'; and in these cases it is most
commonly movent with fct-h, (Mughnee, Yi,) so

that one says . an. d and. (TA.) [See arts.

. and -4] == is an ilnlperative of j. (M
in art. 1j.)l [As a inumeral, ;, denotes Four

hundred.]

U

fernm. of 13; (M ;) i. q. : [This and that];
(T;) a noun of indication, denoting that which is
female or feminine; like Ij (S, K) applied to that
whllich is male or masculine; (.;) and you say
also :3, like o3: (S,K :) the dual is e,j: and

the pl., .jt. (S, K.) En-Nabighah [Edh-Dhub-
y&nee] says, (T, S,) excusing himself to En-
No.m&n [Aboo-gKIboos], whom he had satirized,
(TA,)

* · ;

[Now verily thlis is an excuse: if it profit not,
then verily its author has lost his way in the

J desert, or in the naterless desert]: (T,-S: but in
the latter, ŽJ is put in the place of, :) U here
points to the i;eJ- [or ode]; and ojjo is a subst.

from k,! ; and o13 means j_.,; and ,.3t

means ;iJ. (TA.) The dim. of U is i, (T,
S, M, K,) whichi is anomalous, like Il tho dim.
of 1j, &c. (I'Ak p. 34 3. [Much has been written
respecting the formation of this dim. to reduco
it to something like rule, but I pass it over as,
in my opinion, unprofitable and unsatisfactory;
and only refer to what is said respecting the

duals 11 and ,LJI in art. 31l. See an ex. voce
*-
i .]- t is prefixed to it (T, 8, ) [as an in-
ceptive particle] to give notice of what is about to
be said, (S,) so tihat one says U1S. [meaning This],
(T,S,K,) as in a" Ult& [This is such a woman];
(T;) and [ini the dual] ej1 l.; and [in the pl.]

;'s: and tie dim. is W,;. (S.) When you
use it in addressing another person, you add to
it g [as a imrticle of allocution], and say lJJ (O ,
K) and ,i, and .i. (T, ., IK) and ', whiich
is a bad dial. var., (,K,) and jAJU, (T,8,) vwhichi
is the worst of these: (T :) [all meaning That :]
the dual is jiiU and i,,1, the latter with tesh-
deed, (., K, [but in some copies of the S, only
the latter is mentioned,]) and ,JUU [whiichl, like
.ALd, is dual of .XAb or J, whlich are contrac-
tions of .AUJ; these two duals being for ji,
the original, but unused, form]: ( :) the pl. is
. , I . .*. A . .A . .
"jl [or JL qt] and .01)l and ')jI [respect-

ing all of which see jJI, in art. kJl]: (.,]~:)
and the dim. is .Jta and ,LUl,: (K: [in the TA,
the latter is erroneously written ,.AJ3:]) the .
relates to the person or persons whiom you address,
masc. and fern. aid dual and pl.: [but in address-
ing a female, yout may say .1k &c.; in addressing
two persons, tl._S &c.; in addressing more than
two males, . &c.; and in addressing more

than two females, C~ &c.:] what precedes the
.J relates to the person [or thing] indicated, masc.
and fem. and dual and pl. (S.) -_ 1 is also
prefixed to A and AU, so that one says, ,3eti

and ,; .Ut [This, or that, is .Hind]. (.,
I .) Abu-n-Nejm says,

* 1 j1LsU Ja.h U

meaning [We have come saluting thee and eething
of thee a gift: then do thou to us] this or that:
[give us] a salutation or a gift. (S.) The i that
is used to give notice of what is about to be said
is not prefixed to .W because the J is made a
substitute for that l': (q, TA:) or, as IB says,
they do not prefix that l& to 'iji and A;3 because
the J denotes the remoteness of that which is
indicated and the Us denotes its nearness, so that
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